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Introduction
Debbie Jack
Head of Education
I am delighted to introduce the first edition of the Journal of Middlesex Education Students
(JMES) which celebrates the excellent work of our students. The journal has been launched to
recognise some of the best work produced by our students, and to reflect the diversity of the
programmes we run here in the Education Department at Middlesex University. Our courses
include traditional teacher education programmes to prepare the next generation of teachers,
but we also offer Education Studies and Early Childhood Studies, two large programmes which
make education and childhood the main object of study. We run courses that help people build
expertise in education from early years practitioners to higher education lecturers, and across
the whole provision we build students’ capacity to think critically about practice.
This journal will give you a glimpse of the challenging and exciting work being undertaken by
our students, and hopefully inspire readers to think about studying here. You would be joining a
Department committed to high achieving high standards, and to supporting students to achieve
their best.
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Editorial
Lee Jerome, Anne Mulligan & Agi Ryder
In this edition of the journal we have selected students’ work tackling a variety of educational
issues from across a range of programmes. In the first three articles, authors engage with the
nature of subject knowledge and domain expertise – a hot topic in curriculum reform in
England. In the final two pieces, the authors engage with technology in rather different contexts,
to think about the complex ways in which people (young people and teachers) engage with
technology within existing relationships and roles. The selection demonstrates the breadth of
activity across the Department of Education and also illustrates a variety of modes of writing,
including research reports, reflections on practice and critical commentary on the curriculum
and associated scholarship. Despite this variety, all the authors share a commitment to combine
practice and scholarship to ensure that (a) theory and research are used to better understand
practice, and (b) to use practice to shed light on the implications of theory and research. This
commitment to developing and using scholarship in relation to educational practice is a
hallmark of the School of Education, one we will continue to explore in future editions.
Jade Wright’s article, from the Primary PGCE course, is a critical evaluation of interdisciplinary
approaches to teaching and learning in the primary classroom. Wright begins with a brief
background to the origins of interdisciplinarity and how it can sometimes be confused with
cross-disciplinary or multi-disciplinary approaches. Her focus is on the teaching of Humanities
using creative and enquiry-based pedagogies that are associated with interdisciplinary
teaching. She discusses how these pedagogies can deepen pupils’ understanding of concepts
taught but can also enable them to make stronger connections between other subjects as well as
the Humanities. However, Wright warns of the dangers of making superficial interdisciplinary
links which can affect the integrity of certain subjects, for example music. The choice of topic to
be taught is very important, according to Wright, and she supports this point with an example
from Rovegno and Gregg (2007) of how music and geography were successfully integrated and
taught through an interdisciplinary approach. Wright recognises the importance of
constructivist theories to support interdisciplinarity and of providing creative environments
where pupils can have real experiences and interact socially to co-construct knowledge. This is
supported with evidence from her own experiences in school. Teaching through an
interdisciplinary approach has its benefits, according to Wright but she also reiterates the point
that the links between subjects must be meaningful in order to avoid misconceptions and for
learning to be worthwhile.
Abigail Purse’s article, from the Primary BA with QTS course, is also a discussion on the teaching
of Humanities subjects through an interdisciplinary approach but focuses more on classroom
practice. She begins with a discussion on the meaning of interdisciplinarity from a theoretical
perspective, making connections to constructivist theories. Purse, like Wright, discusses the
benefits of this approach to teaching Humanities which include making learning relevant for
pupils and enabling them to make connections between subjects. However, she also makes the
point that one must not lose sight of the importance of discreet subject knowledge and its
impact on pupils’ learning. Purse proceeds to explain her rationale for teaching the topic of
‘Journeys’ through an interdisciplinary approach and how her sequence of learning provides
opportunities for pupils to develop their knowledge and understanding of increasingly complex
concepts. Her justification for adopting this approach to teaching Humanities and the use of
associated pedagogies is supported with reference to theory and her own experiences in the
classroom.
The PGCHE programme is designed for colleagues from across the university to gain a teaching
qualification in higher education, and is also a mechanism for gaining accreditation with the
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Higher Education Academy. From this programme, Anneke Prins has written a piece related to
her teaching as a science specialist. This sheds light on how higher education lecturers use their
disciplinary expertise to understand the challenge of learning within their discipline. Prins
argues that scientific questioning is an essential concept to unlock scientific understanding, and
considers how to embed this in her teaching to maximise the opportunities for students to
engage with and grasp this core concept. As with the previous two articles, Prins demonstrates
how important it is to draw on one’s own expertise to clarify the learning challenges
encountered by students, and to formulate teaching responses that lead to successful
breakthroughs in understanding. In discussing this specific challenge of scientific questions,
Prins highlights some important points about the relationship between subject knowledge and
teaching and learning.
Janine Medway-Smith’s article is from the Early Years Initial Teacher Training programme and
demonstrates the value of combining academic writing with reflection on practice. MedwaySmith’s work focuses on her use of video reflection as a tool to promote continuing professional
development. She brings together thinking about leadership, reflective practice and technology
around an innovative professional development intervention. Her insights indicate how
technical solutions to professional challenges also require sensitivity to the affective dimension
to professional identities and practices, and therefore her evaluations include the fostering of a
sense of collegiality and open forms of reflection and dialogue, as much as they focus on
securing specific aspects of progress.
Catherine Pike’s research report is based on her dissertation, undertaken in the BA Education
Studies programme. Catherine used her experience as a youth worker to identify a distinctive
focus for her research – exploring the positive aspects of young people’s use of social media.
This illustrates how the research question emerges from reflections on practice, and how the
research can in turn yield insights that are helpful to developing practitioners’ understanding.
Through conducting a small scale qualitative research study Pike demonstrates that our
thinking around social media should strike a more balanced note than that often promulgated
by the media. Whilst there are clear risks and downsides, the young people she spoke to also
reported a number of distinct advantages to their use of social media to strengthen their
friendships and deepen the bonds between close friends. Young people tend to distinguish
between off-line and on-line friends, and to perceive their interactions differently, even when
those interactions occur at the same time in the same social media platform. This sensitive use
of small scale qualitative research illustrates how such an approach can yield significant insights
into complex social phenomena.
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Critically analyse and evaluate interdisciplinary approaches to
teaching and learning
Jade Wright
Primary PGCE
Abstract
The brief for this work requires students to reflect on the content of their
humanities modules, their academic reading and their professional experience in
school. This article focuses on the notion of interdisciplinarity and considers how
this can be distinguished from multidisciplinarity and how it relates to learning
within subject disciplines. Drawing on a range of theoretical and practical
perspectives, the article considers arguments for and against interdisciplinary
teaching in primary schools. The general arguments are illustrated by evaluative
accounts of experiences in schools, which demonstrates the importance of
careful planning in determining the success of such an approach.
Keywords
Interdisciplinary teaching; multidisciplinary teaching; subjects; primary
curriculum; knowledge
Introduction
Learning that crosses subject boundaries is an important and ever developing theme in primary
education. However, the National Curriculum has tended to promote discrete subjects with
subject areas being conveyed as separate bodies with little meaningful connection between one
another (Jacobs, 1989). This raises the issue that the fragmented school day, organised into
discrete time units governed by separate academic disciplines is not an accurate reflection of
the reality children face when leaving the school. Instead, the environment around us often
presents problems that one must endeavour to solve using a collection of different knowledge
and materials from a range of different skillsets. Thus, there has always been an argument
within education that focuses on the need for a more free-flowing curriculum. The idea of an
interdisciplinary outlook on learning and teaching, which is still in development in many ways,
was traditionally defined by Newell and Green (1982) as ‘inquiries which critically draw upon
two or more disciplines and lead to an integration of disciplinary insights’ (Haynes, 2002; 17).
Teachers will effectively use language, principles and pedagogies associated with various
disciplines to investigate a central theme or topic (Jacobs, 1989). The fundamental idea is that
the reduction of rigid subject boundaries allows for pupils to undertake investigative and
creative approaches to learning to foster engagement and encourage imagination. Such an
approach makes a virtue of children’s ability to construct an amalgam of concepts both within
and across subjects, in conjunction with giving them the opportunity to develop expansive life
experiences and to create an educational approach which is relevant and meaningful to
children. Advocates of the interdisciplinary approach state that by delivering the curriculum as
an integrated whole, children will learn holistically; whereas if the emphasis on the traditional
subject specific separation of the school day continues, it can develop subject-related barriers in
children’s minds which hinder their ability to make connections between knowledge outside of
the context it was initially learnt in.
Interdisciplinarity
Klein (1990) acknowledged that interdisciplinarity is widely appealing in its goal but stressed
the confusion it may cause. Moran (2010) reiterated this more recently by highlighting the
ambiguity of the term ‘interdisciplinary’, especially due to its co-existence among related terms
such as multi-disciplinary and cross-disciplinary. Jones (2009) defines the conceptual
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differences between the terms, stating a multi-disciplinary approach teaches topics from one or
more disciplines parallel to one another, and cross-disciplinary (or cross-curricular) is when
links to other subjects are made but one subject still dominates. For the purpose of this essay, it
is the concept of interdisciplinarity which will be critically reflected upon in its approach.
One of the difficulties creating an interdisciplinary approach is the risk of falling into the crosscurricular perspective, whereby the emphasis of the planning remains on separate subjects,
although there are some connections made. The humanities provide a wealth of opportunities
to include the learning of skills and knowledge required across the curriculum and subjects.
Enquiry based learning in history and geography requires children’s engagement in real life
problems and often requires children to apply skills and knowledge from across the curriculum.
Enquiry develops thinking skills, enhancing learning through creativity (Pickford et al 2013). It
has been acknowledged that creativity for learning is not only a way of thinking, but a way to
improve children’s learning and raise standards across the curriculum (Lloyd and Smith, 2004).
Thus, pitched correctly with meaningful interdisciplinary links, the humanities can provide the
basis for the development of enquiry, in turn naturally encouraging key skills such as
communication, information processing, reasoning and logical thinking, empathy and problem
solving (Pickford, et al 2013). Such skills can be transferred beyond school and into later life.
The core curriculum subjects are in no doubt threaded through history and geography. Literacy
can be used to develop historical and geographical vocabulary, as well as the use of secondary
sources such as diaries to stimulate empathy based discussions and creative writing. Story
books can be used as a means to identify with different places or time periods. Mathematics is
used to analyse and communicate information, providing a relevant focal point for data
collection. Maps and graphs are used in a way which is meaningful for children and maps are
considered to be ‘one of the most powerful mechanisms of geographical enquiry’ (Bridge,
2004:105). Science has strong curricular links to geography and encourages the generation of
hypotheses and investigations, ultimately developing creative thinking and critical reflection
(Pickford et al 2013).
The foundation subjects can also be used to enhance learning in geography and history. With
regards to art, different artworks can be said to be a reflection of the different times and places
in which they were produced and provide a stimulus for examination and reflection. The
investigation of the social, historical and political contextual background of a piece can induce a
greater understanding of events related to its production and help children come to a fresh, and
more informed, interpretation of the work (Pickford et al 2013). An example of such an
interdisciplinary connection was provided in a university art session on Aboriginal art. The
exploration of the Dreamtime art and associated stories allowed for geographical links and the
discussion of why different materials such as sand, beans and sticks were used (related to place
and available technologies). The idea that the art was transitory and temporary also gives scope
to the discussion of life and death, and how stories are told through time. Aspects of citizenship
can also be threaded through such topics with regards to the Aboriginal people’s past and their
current place in society, discussing their experience of prejudice and inequality. Hawkins
(2012) comments on the breadth of geography-art engagements, describing them as
‘invigorating and challenging’, and provides examples such as landscape, identity, nature, home
and urban politics.
Music also provides an alternative mode of investigation and exploration. During a university
music workshop, we were asked to create a piece of music in response to a map of a small part
of London. As a group, we used the place names on the map to form the basis of a song and used
instruments to accompany it. This activity resonated with the piece of music ‘Vltaza’ by Smetana
which was composed to tell the story of the sounds of the Czechoslovakian river. Children could
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create a musical composition in response to a geographical place. However, one may argue that
activities such as those mentioned above could be considered to be cross-curricular rather than
interdisciplinary. Wiggins (2001) appreciates the risk of music taking a subservient role in the
quest for an interdisciplinary curriculum. He gives examples of common activities such as
listening to songs from another country/culture or re-writing song lyrics that are often
integrated into topics in a weak attempt to include music in order to achieve that breadth across
the curriculum. These provide limited opportunity for the deep understanding of important
musical elements and concepts. It could be said that such activities dilute the importance of
music and some would argue the discrete, subject specific curriculum is most beneficial in
achieving deep musical understanding. Wiggins (2001) reiterates this further by proposing that
there are aspects of music education that are not duplicated anywhere else across the
curriculum and cannot be replaced or properly understood by trivial inclusion in other units. It
could be argued that if interdisciplinary links are superficial and do not lend themselves well to
music as a discipline in its own right, it loses integrity or becomes seen as less important. Thus,
it can be appreciated that links between some subjects are more natural than others. Hayes
(2010) makes this point by arguing that links between music and geography are difficult to
naturally achieve, whereas science and design and technology are more naturally
complementary.
Interestingly, a study by Rovegno and Gregg (2007) found that when teaching a Native
American folk-dance unit that was integrated with a geography unit called ‘People of the Land:
Native Americans and their Environments’, children were ‘engaged and captivated’ learning
about many aspects of each unit in an interdisciplinary fashion. Rovegno and Gregg’s aim was to
make relevant curricular connections with a focus on the constructivist view of learning
whereby children develop deeper connections and thus deeper understanding, by experiencing
aspects of Native American culture. Expanding on this point regarding the role of the
constructivist view of learning, advocates in support of an integrated curriculum, such as in the
interdisciplinary approach, base their opinions on work of constructivist theorists such as
Bruner and Vygotsky (Haye, 2010). For Bruner, education is dependent upon the construction
of our own knowledge through personal experiences, similar to the findings of Rovegno and
Gregg’s aforementioned study. More specifically, Vygotsky emphasises the importance of social
constructivism whereby individuals ‘scaffold’ each other’s learning and the development of new
skills. A traditional, subject based curriculum however is based around the objectivist view
where teachers dominate instructionally, passing on prescribed knowledge. The
interdisciplinary approach is said to be based on the theory of sharing ideas, collaborative
activities and experiential learning (Pickford and Garner, 2013), as per the constructivist
theories.
Examples of interdisciplinary learning
This leads naturally onto the concept of outdoor learning as a means of facilitating
interdisciplinary and creative environments. The Department of Education’s 2006 Learning
Outside the Classroom manifesto states that learning outside of the classroom can lead to
deeper understanding of concepts that connect traditional subject confines with quality
learning experiences based in real life situations. Achievement is said to be raised across the
curriculum, as well as the development of social skills. Learning in an environment other than
the classroom provides tactile resources which allow experiential learning (Waite, 2011) and
involve the children working in real life contexts which are relevant and recognizable to them
(Beames and Ross, 2010). Representing a constructivist pedagogy, children are regarded as
active learners, thus knowledge is built through social interaction and direct experience (Waite,
2011) when learning outside the classroom is pitched correctly across the curriculum. A
positive example of this is conveyed by the ‘Outdoor Journeys’ programme, developed by
Beames in 2006 in response to the critiquing of then current outdoor education patterns in
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Scotland. The programme is based upon children planning every aspect of a local journey and
undertaking the journey after doing so. The idea is that children determine what they want to
learn and how they want to learn it, with the teacher taking a less-directive approach. In effect,
knowledge is co-constructed by the children and supported by the teacher. There are many
curricular links that can be threaded through such a programme as ‘much of what the children
experience in the real world cannot be considered in isolation from the often fragmented and
decontextualized subject areas in the curriculum’ (Orr, 2004: 94). Thus, such localised projects
have the capacity to be interdisciplinary, linking most, if not all, curriculum subjects (Rickinson
et al, 2004). Bancroft et al (2008) goes on to recommend walks as a way to provide a relevant
context to discover children’s interests as a basis to build upon and enhance creativity.
During my school based training, my fellow teachers and I set up an ‘abandoned camp’ in the
middle of the school playground. The children were intrigued by this as they arrived at school
and the day was centred on its presence. Classes were given the opportunity to explore the
camp and endeavour to piece together an account of who it was left by, using artefacts found
inside and around it. Various activities were developed from it, including the creating of oldfashioned log books, newspaper articles, videoed news reports and the creation of
computerized and sketched maps to reflect the journey taken by the owners of the tent,
deciphered from clues found inside. Instruments such as microscopes and magnifying glasses
were used and children logged observations in a range of ways including sketches and tallies.
Skills from across the curriculum were integrated into one and children were fascinated and
engaged. Pascal and Bertram (1997) reinforce the importance of constructing activities that
children enjoy as they found high levels of enjoyment can be considered as a signal that deep
learning is occurring. Waite (2011) found enjoyment to be a common theme across all their
outdoor learning case studies and positive emotional engagement in activities is critical in the
possible transfer of learning to other contexts (Immordino-Yang and Damasio, 2007). Learning
outdoors can introduce elements of awe and wonder across subjects and with the structure of
classroom removed, it can appeal to those who may struggle with concentration in typical
classroom surroundings. A child who is quiet and disengaged in the classroom may engage with
materials differently in an alternative setting, suggesting contextual factors may affect
pedagogical opportunities. Different aspects of children’s personalities may be accessed in
different situations and thus both indoor and outdoor learning opportunities may be necessary
to provide a holistic learning experience (Waite, 2007). However, it is not without pedagogical
concern. In the same study by Waite, it was found that children often reported outdoor learning
to be about ‘art’ if it involved drawing, painting or sketching, regardless of the intended
curriculum direction. This reinforces the importance of developing meaningful and explicit
interdisciplinary links so learning is not diluted or misinterpreted.
A personal experience of an interdisciplinary curriculum occurred during my school based
training placement through the employment of the International Primary Curriculum (IPC)
programme. The IPC was developed to promote a global dimension within the curriculum to
prepare children for life in an internationalised society. Bunnel (2010) states that IPC offers an
innovative curriculum, with a wider scope for creative teaching. During my time teaching IPC to
year 6, the topic of the Mayans was investigated through art (making Mayan headdresses)
which also encompassed citizenship themes such as social class, drama (creating drama pieces
representing different aspects of Mayan life, after using iPads to conduct research), as well as
the typical subjects of geography and history. Rivers as a topic was also explored through
making bridges and testing different weights (mathematics, science and D&T), junk modelling of
boats using different materials (D&T and science), the exploration of flooding and the morality
behind the giving of aid (Religious Education, science and geography) and the designing of
information leaflets via computing. The children were engaged throughout and really identified
with the range of different tasks set, without the realisation of the different aspects of the
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curriculum they were working on. Overall, the programme worked well and encouraged a range
of skills to be transferred across the curriculum.
A note of caution
It is clear from the arguments and examples discussed so far that the concept of an
interdisciplinary curriculum can be said to engage learners, promote deep learning and add an
element of fun to learning. However, there are arguments as to whether the blurring of
traditional subject boundaries may lead to an erosion of the clear differences between academic
knowledge and day to day knowledge (Young and Muller, 2010), with Paterson (2009) stating
an interdisciplinary based curriculum can neglect the crucial importance of disciplinary
structures. It raises the implication of how to ensure that the organisation of the curriculum is
not merely a collection of themes with questionable subject links, with minimal curricular
coherence (Humes, 2013). Thus, themes must be appropriate and not overtly subject to
misconceptions or confusion. As Brophy and Alleman rightly state: ‘Just because an activity
crosses a subject matter line does not make it worthwhile; it must also accomplish important
educational goals’ (Brophy & Alleman, 1991: 66). It must also be mentioned that most of the
current literature surrounding curricular integration is focused on the concept of multidisciplinary rather than interdisciplinary learning. It must be acknowledged that
interdisciplinary learning is harder to both define and implement, and usually transpires into
cross or multi-disciplinary learning. This is a point made by Jacobs (1989), who stated that
many units have the potential to become merely a sampling of knowledge from each discipline.
The example of Ancient Egypt is given – there will be a history lesson on Egypt, an art lesson on
Ancient Egypt based art, for example, but the subjects are not woven together as one. Bloom
(1987) criticizes this method for lack of focus. Thus, a clear definition must be achieved and
more research into interdisciplinary teaching, rather than one of the other multi-disciplinary
models, must be conducted before it is accepted as the preferred method of curriculum
organisation.
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An interdisciplinary study exploring the relationship between humanities
subjects
Abigail Purse
BA with QTS, Early Years and Primary Education
Abstract
This essay explains the rationale for an interdisciplinary approach to learning
about ‘journeys’ for a year 3 class. The rationale explains what is meant by interdisciplinary learning before applying these insights to a specific sequence of
lessons. The essay illustrates how a range of theoretical approaches to learning
and teaching have been synthesised to provide engaging lessons, which combine
in and out of school experiences; learning from adults from the community; and
a combination of teacher input and pupil-led activities.
Key words
Planning; humanities; inter-disciplinary learning; constructivist teaching.
This assignment provides a rationale based upon a sequence of learning designed to develop the
knowledge, skills, and attitudes of year 3 pupils through an interdisciplinary approach to
teaching humanities.
Interdisciplinarity involves integrating multiple subject disciplines in order to make links
between them. The interdisciplinary approach to teaching and learning binds together the
knowledge, skills, and understanding from more than one subject at the same time in order to
create a learning experience that is most commonly based around a singular question, theme or
topic. Stentoft describes the term as being “associated with activities, courses or entire
curricula organised around the interplay of disciplines. Often students are challenged to
construct knowledge based on a synthesis of perspectives derived from multiple disciplinary
positions” (2017: 2). Kidron and Kali (2015) describe interdisciplinarity as the integration of
perspectives gained from various disciplines in order to create new understanding. In
considering the difference between this approach and multi-disciplinarity, they argue the latter
maintains the boundaries of each discipline and its structure but combines the perspectives.
Stentoft goes on to define interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary terms, stating that the
distinction between the two learning approaches is “opaque” and that “the terms
interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary are used indiscriminately… to signal both integration of
disciplines and synthesis of knowledge transcending disciplinary boundaries” (2017:3). Kerry
(2015) suggests that sharing thinking and factual information across separate areas of
knowledge and diminishing boundaries leads to advanced understanding, insight, and problemsolving. He describes the advantages of an interdisciplinary approach as making the learning
relevant and enabling the children to see links between subjects which in turn increases
motivation. However, he also makes the point that the content and forms of thinking from any
specific area of knowledge should not be devalued. Barnes (2015) expands on this, stating that
teachers’ understanding of separate subject knowledge should be valued as it is a vital element
of stimulating children’s learning and encouraging the development of skills, dialogue, and
understanding. Although he states that “our experience of the world is cross-curricular.
Everything that surrounds us in the physical world can be seen and understood from multiple
perspectives” (2015:15), he also says that teachers “should be familiar with the distinctive lens
each subject provides on the same reality” (2015: 63). It is argued that the loss of subject
distinction can be disadvantageous to both teacher and learner, and planning for meaningful
links can raise issues about how teachers link subjects and how the links are conceived (Rowley
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and Cooper, 2009). However, Appleby (2015) asserts that “this approach is sure to foster a love
of learning, ignite a spark of enthusiasm and address learning differences for students.”
Cooper explains that constructivist theories about learning “explore the mental processes
involved in learning. They see learning as an active process in which the learner is motivated to
ask questions, based on experience, and tries to explore the questions and find answers”
(2014:24). This theoretical approach has been influenced by Piaget, Vygotsky and Bruner who
considered a social aspect and play in the learning process (Cooper, 2014). Socio-constructivism
has strong links to the interdisciplinary approach that I have used within my sequence of
learning. The series of lessons have been designed with this approach in mind in order to create
an educational experience that provides a complex and deep understanding of the topic and
concepts that may not be achievable if teaching within the boundaries of traditional subject
disciplines. It aims to develop the skills, knowledge and understanding that is often associated
with the separate subject disciplines of humanities, and beyond, while at the same time keeping
the child at the centre of the learning.
Rowley and Cooper (2009) explain why an interdisciplinary approach to learning within
humanities is ultimately a useful place to start. These subjects are fundamentally concerned
with people and humanity, which naturally encompass many aspects of society. The subjects
allow us to develop questions and answers about the decisions people make regarding how they
live in their personal lives and in society, within the context of changes that happen in time and
place. By creating a theme or topic that has people in the epicentre, children have the
opportunity to identify personally with the ideas. The topic of ‘journeys’ and the main concepts
associated with it allows me to make use of the children’s experiences so that they can identify
with the topic. Pupils willingly and enthusiastically engage in their learning actively when
identity is designed to be at the centre. Engagement in learning is achieved when children are
given the opportunity to build self-esteem and ideas about their identity (Leach et al., 2008).
Children that I have taught across a number of Key Stages have been eager to commit to the
learning when it is about them. However, not all children may be comfortable to share their
experiences with adults or peers, and this always has to be approached sensitively.
The sequence of learning has been designed to be completed as ten half day sessions for a class
in Year 3. Taking my experience into consideration, I would expect that by this stage, pupils
should have acquired (with the aim to further develop) a range of skills and levels of
understanding built over their years in Key Stage 1 which would enable them to access the
learning. By this age, I would also expect children to have obtained the ability to work together
and have their own breadth of experiences that they can draw on in discussions and group
work.
Knowledge, skills and understanding are developed throughout the sequence, through a range
of teaching activities. The concepts develop in complexity throughout the series of learning;
beginning with concrete and moving to abstract ideas. The topic starts with the children; what
they already know and what they want to find out. By starting with familiarity (knowledge they
already have) and using that as a stimulus, their confidence enables them to create questions
that they would like to find out about the theme of journey (knowledge that I would weave into
the sessions). This should allow them to feel responsible for their own learning. The learning
proceeds with common experiences of journeys to school, which enables them to already see
that not all journeys are the same; even if the destination is.
The subsequent sessions allow for the development of a range of geographical, social and
historical skills and understanding through the experience of a class journey. The plan includes
a visit to the local library which would take children on a journey around the local area, but also
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a journey through time by researching the area in the past. I planned for the visit to be situated
at the beginning of the sequence of learning (session 2), to ensure that the pupils had a common
experience of a journey to be used as inspiration. This reflects Beames’ insight that “schooling
has more relevance to children’s everyday lives, as it is rooted within a location that is familiar
to them; it is learning that is situated” (Beames et al., 2012: 41). I made use of a location that the
children would presumably feel natural in, in order to build upon prior knowledge that they
may already have. Fieldwork develops a wide range of transferable skills, including the personal
and social development of children. Such trips can help to build pupils’ knowledge and
understanding of not only themselves but the viewpoints of others develop through interaction,
communication, collaboration and teamwork (Pickford et al., 2013).
Klein has argued that “interdisciplinarity reconceptualises the roles of teacher and student
alike. Group work is common, involving students in cooperative learning and collaborative
problem solving” (Klein, 2006). Hence, opportunities for varying types of group work have been
outlined in many of the sessions which require children to work in different ways. Working in a
range of group sizes has a multitude of learning benefits, including providing effective settings
for new knowledge to be formed which they can discuss with peers while extending and
enriching their prior understandings (Kutnick and Blatchford, 2013). However, teachers also
have to be alert to the risk that group work may also lead to distraction. In my experience, when
well controlled and planned with children’s abilities and levels in mind, then group work is
effective and adds many benefits to the learning.
Sessions 4, 5 and 6 build upon the children’s analytical skills by offering the question: why do
people journey? These sessions support children’s understanding of themselves, their familiar
location and their classmates, and open up the opportunity to gain new perspectives from
people from a wider environment and timescale.
Opportunities for investigative and enquiry learning are also included, which is an approach
that can develop understanding through the use of questions and analysis while also building
upon children’s existing knowledge. The process that children go through in this type of
learning is just as important as the outcomes and answers that they conclude with. The
activities and sessions will be useful in developing their investigative skills and enquiry
attitudes that are central to so many types of learning across the curriculum. By making use of
children’s curiosity and desire to know and by using a resource to hook them in, the children
are more likely to be engaged in the learning. The process of enquiry encourages children to
“develop the investigative skills and enquiring attitudes necessary to develop a greater
understanding of the interconnectedness of the natural and man-made global village in which
they live, learn, communicate and work” (Pickford et al., 2013: 84). Activities designed in this
manner allow for children to learn in a variety of ways and also weave in chances for them to
use their creativity, which is “seen not merely as a bolt on to the curriculum but as central to the
whole process” (Burgess et al., 2007: 4).
I have purposely designed opportunities for children to take responsibility for their learning
within the planned activities, with a deliberate lack of teacher input. Interdisciplinary learning
allows for opportunities to move away from “the traditional teaching functions of telling,
delivering, directing, and being a ‘sage on the stage’”, and towards a role that focuses on being a
“mentor, mediator, facilitator, coach, and guide” (Klein, 2006). Birchinall supports this approach
by arguing that “employing non-didactic teaching approaches allows better communication and
development of relationships between teacher and pupil” (2013: 48). When creating
opportunities for this in the classroom it must be carefully managed, as in my experience
children can wander off task. However, I have also seen such opportunities working well and
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children are self-assured when their input is respected by the class teacher. With tight
behaviour management, this approach to learning has proven to be valuable in my own practice.
With the careful organisation of the classroom and grouping, there are opportunities for the
children to interact, ask and answer questions whilst also giving and receiving feedback,
offering contributions and exchanges through discussion. Alexander (2017) describes this as
dialogic teaching, which “harnesses the power of talk to stimulate and extend students’ thinking
and advance their learning and understanding.” He goes on to explain that this method of
teaching empowers pupils through well-planned talk opportunities which also benefit the
teacher in terms of understanding students’ needs and the tasks that will progress their
learning while aiding the assessment process.
After developing their knowledge of concrete concepts, the idea of a ‘journey’ is further
extended by a visiting speaker from the community. A Muslim sharing their insights into Hajj
and their religious practices and beliefs about their pilgrimage enables the children to hear firsthand about both physical and inner journeys that others make. In such circumstances Beames
(2012) suggests that members of the community, alongside the teacher, become co-educators.
Through an integrated approach to teaching and learning the educator’s role is to facilitate
understanding, and community members can play a direct role in the contribution to children’s
learning. I planned for this visit to take place towards the end of the series of sessions (session
9) so that the children could use and apply the knowledge and understanding that they have
conceived throughout the topic in a sensitive and thoughtful manner. Towards the end of the
topic, most should have developed the understanding of what meaningful questions are, and be
able to apply this knowledge to devise questions that they would like to find out from the
visiting speaker in order to further develop their understanding of the concept.
The sessions come full circle and conclude with children applying their new knowledge and
understanding in order to have a new perspective of their own personal journey. To mirror this,
there are opportunities for the children to work independently, and the sequence of learning
ends in this way. This will enable them to filter and implement what they know to focus on their
own journey.
I have created opportunities to assess the development of pupil’s knowledge, skills and
understanding of the concepts that are embedded within the topic. In order to ensure that the
learning is meaningful in terms of assessment, I made the links between the learning objectives
for each session and the statutory requirements that are proposed within the National
Curriculum (DfE, 2013) for each discrete subject. However, the sequence of learning also offers
various opportunities for the children to develop in a range of ways, beyond the narrow
requirements outlined in each subject for that year group. Rowley and Cooper stress the
importance of a holistic approach when evaluating the effectiveness of teaching and learning:
Evaluating learning by looking for evidence of children’s engagement with the
whole learning process can encourage teachers and learners to be more aware
of the breadth and scope of learning. Learning in a cross-curricular way can
provide opportunities for breadth and scope that may not be possible through
subject-based learning (2009:14).
Assessment would be a procedure of engaging with pupils in the class to develop an
understanding of how their learning has developed, what new insights they have gained, what
skills they can now do, and what they can improve on. This would be completed through levels
of questioning, listening to conversations and ideas that the children offer, and also by looking
at their performance and outcomes of the activities, the work that they create. In my experience,
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sitting in on group-work and listening to the conversations that go on is often the most useful
method for ascertaining the level of understanding that children have of the skill, concept or
idea that is being worked on. However, I have experienced that not all children will demonstrate
their understandings in the same way and that this would have to be appreciated. The learning
objectives are designed with the intention that all of the children would be able to access them.
By incorporating frequent flexible sessions, such as circle time, in which children can discuss
the topic freely, I would be able to conclude whether or not the children were meeting the
objectives. By designing this sequence of learning based on a range of pedagogical approaches
and learning theories to create an interdisciplinary programme of learning, I have synthesised
various understandings and concepts that I can take forward with me into my career. My
understanding of interdisciplinary teaching and learning has been developed through the
reading of literature and reflection of my own experience which has enabled me to appreciate
the advantages and disadvantages of the approach, and I feel confident to appropriately draw
on this knowledge to transform my teaching and future pupils’ understanding of a topic,
question or theme.
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Closing the gap: encouraging foundation year students to ask testable
scientific questions through a mini project
Anneke Prins
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Abstract
The purpose of this article is to illustrate how theory informs HE practices. The
starting point is a discussion of the nature of scientific investigation, which is
related to social-constructivist ideas about learning. This discussion frames the
consideration of the role of questions in science. Questions form the starting
point for scientific investigation and are also at the heart of the peer review
process at the end of an enquiry to ensure the investigation has been rigorous.
Having identified the central role of questioning for understanding science, the
article then moves on to outline a series of practical teaching activities designed
to focus in on what constitutes a good question. Finally the article concludes with
some brief notes on how such a project could be evaluated.
Keywords
Foundation year, scientific method, questioning, pedagogy.
We learn by asking questions.
We learn better by asking better questions.
We learn more by having opportunities to ask more questions.
Morgan & Saxton (1991)
Introduction
Curiosity – the drive to seek and consume information – is a major component of human nature
(Kidd and Hayden, 2015). It plays a fundamental role in scientific research, where scientists
seek information to explain observable phenomena through the performance of controlled
experiments. In a broader, educational context, curiosity is also an essential part of intrinsic
motivation (Oudeyer et al, 2016) highlighting the importance of students having an interest in
what they are learning. According to constructivist theory (based on Piaget's theory of cognitive
and affective development), learners construct their knowledge through experience, reflection,
and reconciliation of new knowledge into existing schemata (Boudourides, 2003; Duit, 2016).
The ability to form (and ask) good questions not only helps students address their curiosity and
incorporate new knowledge into existing schemata, it forms a fundamental part of scientific
research. Therefore it should be a focal point of any science course in higher education.
The scientific method
The foundation of science is to ask questions about the observable world and then seek answers
to these questions through systematic experimentation and analysis (Sterner, 1998). While the
scientific process can be complicated, the steps of scientific research broadly follow the seven
steps as outlined in Figure 1.
Through the scientific method, scientists build on existing knowledge, answer questions and
initiate investigation into new areas. In some ways, the scientific method shares a similar
structure to the Socratic method (Fig. 1). Socrates employed a teaching method that was based
on asking and answering questions (Jarvis, 2006). While Socrates often employed questioning
as a teacher (i.e. he asked his students questions which guided them to discovery), there is also
a role for students to ask questions of each other. In this way the Socratic method could be used
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in a way that recognises the social nature of learning, which aligns with Vygotsky’s theory of
social constructivism (Vygotsky, 1978), which stresses the fundamental role of social
interaction in the development of cognition. In a scientific context, discussing, questioning and
debating results with peers helps to induct students into the community of practice for
scientists (Wenger, 1998), since peer review before publication forms a fundamental part of the
scientific method (Figure 1, step 7).

Figure 1. The scientific method and the Socratic method. Scientific research most often follows
the steps from 1 to 7, including practical experimentation, while the Socratic method uses
conceptual analysis only to solve problems.
The role of questioning in the scientific process
In the scientific research process, the ability to ask high quality, incisive questions plays an
important role at two different points: firstly at the inception of the research, when a scientific
question that needs answering is formulated, and at the end of the process when research is
assessed by peers for its quality both in design and execution, and soundness of data
interpretation. The first type of questioning is driven by curiosity which spurs scientists to
design experiments with which they aim to answer those curiosity-driven questions. The ability
to engage in this type of questioning is one that we are all born with, and which is often
observed in the context of primary education. As noted by Vale (2013), this type of questioning
occurs less and less frequently over the course of a child’s education, with an eventual passive
acceptance of facts as “the way things are”. The second type of questioning is part of the critical,
incisive assessment required of a peer reviewer to identify inconsistencies, gaps, or inaccurate
interpretations in the work of a fellow scientist. This type of questioning requires a substantial
amount of background in a specific area and/or a sufficient amount of experience in the process
of research since it seeks to find ideas or answers which are not presented to the reader.
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Developing question formulation skills in students
For students, one of the more challenging aspects of the scientific method is formulating a good
scientific question. This is a skill that has to be taught and practised in order to improve.
However, few resources promote active student engagement in this aspect of research (Tarjan
et al, 2015). A curriculum that aims to develop independent scientific thinkers would ideally
move a student through the levels-of-inquiry system as expressed by Wenning (2007; Figure 2).
According to self-determination theory, an additional benefit to increased independence in
student inquiry would be enhanced engagement and increased conceptual understanding (Deci
et al, 1991; Niemiec and Ryan, 2009; Sergis et al, 2017).

Figure 2. The levels-of-inquiry spectrum (Wenning 2007, reproduced with permission of
author). With increasing intellectual sophistication in students, the locus of control can shift
progressively from teacher to student.
A brief literature review has uncovered several attempts at increasing the number of higher
cognitive level, productive versus non-productive questions being asked by students (Hartford
& Good, 1982; Chin and Brown, 2002; Brill and Yarden, 2003; Colbert et al, 2007; Vale, 2013;
Cardoso and Almeida, 2014; Coutinho and Almeida, 2014; Bhavsar et al, 2016). These studies
have shown that students can indeed be trained to ask more higher-level questions given a
specific intervention. It also provides the educator with a rich resource from which to choose
strategies to improve their own teaching.
In recent years there has been a change in the way that undergraduate science is taught. Data
have shown the benefit of authentic research in increased student performance and retention
(Elgin et al, 2016), and other positive outcomes for science teaching (e.g. Brownell et al, 2012;
Johnson, 2016; Robertson, 2016; Rowland et al, 2016). Authentic research, compared to
standard undergraduate laboratory classes, give students experience in performing scientific
experiments in a way that more closely resembles “real life” and would better prepare students
for the working world.
Therefore, I suggest that there is an opportunity to employ an authentic research teaching
strategy at Middlesex University to develop the ability of our students to generate good
scientific questions in a meaningful context.
Context and aim of the project
The proposed project will involve a foundation year module in life sciences which includes a
series of lectures, seminars and a laboratory-based mini project. In previous years students
were guided through a 12-week laboratory-based research project which focused on a single
topic of study, and included 6 weeks of supporting seminars. Due to logistical constraints, this
large-scale research project has now been changed to a more standard lectures-and-labs
module. However, the success of the research project in previous years has informed the redesign of the standard laboratory class to a 3 week mini project. Observations of the original
research project showed that students struggle to move from a position of knowledge
consumers/collectors to a position where they can both integrate information from different
sources and ask questions about information presented to them. Reflection on teaching
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methods employed during the research project revealed that there was no systematic
instruction or encouragement of students to question the information that they were presented
with in lectures and labs. As noted previously, in order to improve question-asking skills, one
needs a well-designed teaching strategy that allows and encourages question asking.
When considering the two types of questioning described before (coming up with good
scientific research questions and questioning the soundness of others’ research), it is unrealistic
to expect foundation year students to have a large enough frame of reference to assess peer
research. Therefore, the aim of this study is to increase students’ abilities to formulate testable
scientific questions that can be answered through systematic experimentation. This will be done
by creating an environment that encourages thoughtful reflection and the questioning of
observations, through the application of several educational tools that were developed recently,
as described below.
Project design
The project will be rolled out during a 3-week mini project which is associated with a lectureand-seminar based life sciences module at foundation year level (Table 1). The subject matter is
plants and plant growth, focusing on the current efforts to send a manned mission to Mars. The
students will be given the task to ensure that humans on Mars will be able to grow food on the
planet. The mini-project itself will be assessed through a laboratory report, which will follow
the standard structure for a scientific research paper (Introduction, Materials and Methods,
Results, Discussion, Conclusion). This adds another level of authenticity to the module, as
students will need the skill to write reports throughout their academic careers and possibly
afterwards in a work-based environment. The intervention applied in this project will, in
addition, help students to structure the introduction section of their reports as it will require a
systematic analysis of the motivation for their experiments and the steps that they have taken
during it.
Table 1. Description of the mini-project for BIO0500, a life sciences module at foundation year
level.

Lab session

Activities

Pre-lab 1

Complete questions in lab handbook

Lab 1

Health and Safety induction
Determining effect of Martian soil on plant growth:
 Measure soil pH
 Sow different plant seeds in earth soil or Martian soil

Lab 2

Determining effect of Martian soil on plant growth:
 Take growth measurements
 Identify plant that grew the best
Determining best light setup for plants:
 Sow seeds of best-growing plant in Mars soil
 Place seeds under two different light setups

Lab 3

Determining best light setup for plants:
 Take growth measurements
 Measure chlorophyll content of leaves

The intervention will consist of pre-lab independent student work and in-lab activities that will
follow after the day’s experimental work. Activities will largely be based on the tools developed
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by Tarjan et al (2015). These tools help students to ask testable questions (question sorting and
flowchart tool) and facilitate hypothesis formation (inquiry board tool) (see Appendix). They
can be applied to many different disciplines and, while designed for middle- school students
(age 11-14), will be adapted for use in higher education. A particular benefit of these tools is
their proven ability to help students who had previously struggled in the classroom due to
learning disabilities or learning barriers. This will be of particular importance at foundation
year level.
A detailed description of the application of these tools over the course of the mini-project
module is given below. Students will work in small groups (ideally 3 students per group).

Pre-lab 1
Students will be given their laboratory handbook. These books include some basic information
on the background of the project. It also introduces the students to some recent research into
plant growth in Mars soil. Students will be asked to read the introductory sections and answer
the questions that follow them. These questions are structured so that their answers cover the
content that would appear in the introduction section of a scientific report or research paper,
i.e. it explains the context, describes the variables that will be manipulated, the results that
others have obtained and the aims of the current study.
Students will also be given the task of writing down 10 additional research questions related to
man’s ability to live on Mars. These can be related to plants or not – I do not want to constrain
students at this point in time. In fact, the more wide-ranging the questions are, the greater
evidence there will be for creativity in the thought process (De Haan, 2009; Sak and Ayas, 2013).

Lab 1

Lab work will be performed first, after which the homework will be discussed. Students will
then perform a question sorting activity with questions prepared for them, followed by a
testable-question flowchart activity which will help them refine the research questions they
wrote down for their homework. This is described below.
First, the difference between testable and non-testable questions will be explained (guidelines
will be written on the board, Table 2). Testable questions form the first step towards hypothesis
formulation. They include variables that can be observed and/or measured. How/why
questions or questions that could be answered using books or the internet rather than
investigation are considered non-testable. It is important to note that non-testable questions are
not bad questions, but that they require further refinement to turn them into testable questions
that can be used in research. Questions related to the current research project, prepared by the
instructor, will then be used in the sorting activity (Table 3). Questions on paper strips will be
given to students in small groups for sorting.
Table 2. Criteria for testability of questions.

A testable question…
Has variables that can be observed/measured
Can be answered with materials & time available
Cannot be completely answered by a book or internet search
Does not contain opinion words (e.g. best, better)
Helps you understand how or why something works
Table 3. Questions that are either testable or non-testable. These will be categorised by the
students in small groups. Variables have been underlined.
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Testable questions
Will the type of soil affect plant height?
Does the size of the pot affect the number
of roots?
Will added fertilizer increase fruit size?
Will plants grow taller on earth or on
Mars?*
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Non-testable questions
What do plants need to grow?
What type of soil is best for plant growth?
Will my plants grow?
What kind of seeds will I need?

*-this question is testable but not feasible for us to investigate, since we cannot get to Mars to do
the experiment.
Students will be encouraged to underline the variables in the questions to aid categorization.
After the sorting activity, results will be discussed in the class and the non-testable questions
will be re-worked into testable questions in the class as a whole (alternatively, students can do
this on their own, confer, and then feed back to the class as a whole, depending on time
constraints). Following on from this, students will be given the opportunity to assess the
testability of their own questions which they prepared for homework. If there is sufficient time
in class, students can re-work their non-testable questions into testable ones in the lab,
otherwise this would constitute a useful piece of homework.

Lab 2

In this lab students will start collecting data, analyse and evaluate their results and based on
these, make a group decision about the next experimental step (the plants that grew the “best”
in Martian soil will be taken through to the next experiment). After the lab work has been
completed, the students will take part in an inquiry board activity. These boards represent
different stages of scientific investigation and show students how scientific research is
conducted (see Appendix).
Students will work in their small research groups to perform the following steps. Step 1 is to
brainstorm independent variables (what the researcher changes or varies) and dependent
variables (what can be measured). Dependent variables (plant height and weight) and
independent variables (soil and light type) used in the mini-project will be used as examples.
Students will be encouraged to come up with more examples. Secondly, to formulate a follow-up
research question (something that they can investigate after they have completed this miniproject), students will pick a single dependent and independent variable, and list all the unselected independent variables as control variables (they will remain constant during the
experiment). Step 3 will involve writing the research question in the format “When I change or
vary ____, what happens to ____?”. As a fourth step, students can draw up a graphical
representation of their expected results (a so-called “graphical hypothesis”). If time allows,
students could draw up a graphical hypothesis predicting the results of the current experiment,
using the variables that they are actually manipulating in the lab (in this instance, it is light) in
the lab, otherwise this would make a good homework activity.

Lab 3
In this lab, students collect their final data for the mini-project (which light condition gave the
“best” growth?). After data have been collected and analysed, students will be given the
opportunity to compare their observed results to that predicted in their graphical hypotheses in
the previous lab/as part of their homework.
Students will then be given the task of suggesting an experimental setup, based on the testable
question they developed in the previous lab, to answer that question (inquiry boards step 5). In
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this way, students experience the process through which scientists work in the course of
everyday research, allowing an authentic experience.

Post-intervention question formulation

After completion of this module, students will have several weeks of holiday after which they
will embark on a second mini-project in a different subject area (cardiovascular health). At the
outset of this second mini-project, students will be asked to write down 10 research questions
that they could investigate with respect to cardiovascular health. They will be instructed to
make sure the questions are testable. This second set of questions will provide a comparative
data set against which the first lot of questions from Lab 1 of the botany mini-project can be
compared.
Assessment and evaluation of intervention
As a first step to assess the success of the intervention, the questions that students formulated
during the activities described above will be classified in terms of testability or non-testability,
with pre-and-post intervention scores being compared. Further analysis could be done by
scoring the quality of the questions as follows:
 Question is testable – 1 point
 Question has one dependent and one independent variable – 1 point
 The two variables are logically linked to each other – 1 point
 The question has scientific application – 1 point
 The question is unique in the student cohort group – 1 point
Scores will be added up and analysed. There is no strict control group in this study – the scores
as calculated from pre-intervention questions will be compared to those obtained at the end of
the intervention. The hypothesis is that the number (and quality) of testable questions should
increase over time (Kerry, 1998).
Concluding remarks
The proposed project suggests a strategy that aims to develop students’ ability to generate high
quality, scientific and testable questions. This strategy fills a particular gap in current
pedagogical practice by guiding students step-wise through the process of developing a good,
testable scientific research question. The current higher education system has been blamed for
being too focused on problem solving, and not problem-finding (Ravankar et al., 2016). The
project aims to increase students’ curiosity about the subject matter and move them
incrementally from discovery learning and basic guided inquiry to free and independent
inquiry. Independence in decision-making can lead to enhanced engagement and increased
conceptual understanding of the topic at hand (Deci et al., 1991). Furthermore, framing this
strategy in a current real-world research context allows students to experience authentic
research, which makes their work more meaningful while also increasing motivation (Brownell
et al., 2012).
In an environment where resources for scientific research are becoming increasingly scarce and
competition increasingly fierce, it is essential that higher education institutions invest time and
effort in training students to be independent, self-motivated thinkers and questioners.
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APPENDIX
Inquiry Boards
Adapted from Tarjan et al (2015) originals available online at:
http://static.nsta.org/connections/middleschool/201512TarjanWorksheets.pdf
Step 1 - BRAINSTORM Things I could change or vary
Write down a single thing that you could change or vary on a yellow post-it note and put it on a
square below.

Place yellow post-it note Place yellow post-it note Place yellow post-it note
here
here
here

Place yellow post-it note Place yellow post-it note Place yellow post-it note
here
here
here

Things I could measure or observe
Write down a single thing that you could measure or observe on a blue post-it note and put it on
a square below

Place blue post-it note Place blue post-it note Place blue post-it note
here
here
here

Place blue post-it note Place blue post-it note Place blue post-it note
here
here
here
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Step 2 - CHOOSE VARIABLES
I will change or vary (manipulated/independent variable)

Place yellow post-it note
here

I will measure (responding/dependent variable)

Place blue post-it note
here

I will keep these constant (control variables)

Place yellow
note here

post-it Place yellow
note here

post-it Place yellow
note here

post-it

Place yellow
note here

post-it Place yellow
note here

post-it Place yellow
note here

post-it
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Step 3 - ASK A QUESTION
When I change or vary (manipulated/independent variable)…

Place yellow post-it note
here

…what happens to (responding/dependent variable)?

Place blue post-it note
here

Step 4 - GRAPHICAL HYPOTHESIS
This is how I expect the independent variable to change the response of the dependent variable
Y-axis

Place blue post-it
note here
(dependent
variable)

X-axis
Place yellow
post-it note here
(dependent
variable)
Explain what your graph predicts:

Step 5 - EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Describe a simple experiment that you can perform to address your question. Use the
information from step 3 to help you.
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Introducing Video Reflection (to a reluctant staff team)
Janine Medway-Smith
Early Years Initial Teacher Training
Abstract
In this essay I reflect on the use of video for peer review and evaluation in an
early years setting, in the context of the broader debate about distributed
leadership. I argue that I was able to promote the use of video because I was
already familiar with it through my own studies, and that this helped to assuage
colleague’s concerns about the technology. Through the use of specific examples
I argue that encouraging staff to use video reflection opens up practices that
have been hitherto unseen, and enables the sharing of good practice, and the
development of a more open and discursive culture around professional
development.
Key words
Video; observation; reflection on practice; distributed leadership; professional
development
Introduction
I am employed as an early years educator in a maintained nursery school. I am currently
undertaking my Early Years Initial Teacher Training and have been asked to complete a workbased project, leading change within my setting, demonstrating my leadership of practice. The
nursery has recently been through a period of significant change, becoming federated with two
other nursery schools to form an early years alliance. The three nurseries now have one senior
leadership team and governing body.
Whilst writing this assignment, ethical considerations are of paramount importance and I have
always been guided by the principle of ‘do no harm.’ The setting and staff are not identified and
all names have been changed. As my project involved the filming of staff, I had to consider their
feelings and if they refused to be filmed I would respect their decision. I wanted to ensure I
applied the same considerations to the children as I did the staff. I endeavoured to remain
sensitive to the emotions of the children. If their body language suggested they were not happy,
then I would not film.
When considering what to focus my project on, there were both internal and external drivers.
During my recent staff appraisal, the head teacher asked if I would be willing to engage the staff
in video reflection. She felt, as I was currently being observed and filmed as part of my training, I
would be able to explain the benefits to, what were at the time, a reluctant staff team. One of the
nurseries within the federation uses video reflection as a regular tool to reflect on practice.
Using video “provides the crucial ability to replay a sequence of interaction repeatedly for
multiple viewers and on multiple occasions” (Jordan & Henderson, 1995: 39). Staff in my setting
had been reluctant to get on board with this, mainly due to apprehension about being filmed
and the fear of criticism. The internal driver was that it followed on from my recent dissertation,
which had focused on adult-child interactions. It is an area I am interested in and after filming
staff at my previous setting, I had seen the shift in their attitude, from being horrified at being
filmed to really seeing the benefits.
Reflective practice is an important aspect in the development of early years practitioners. Just
thinking or writing about one’s practice does not make a reflective practitioner; reflective
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practice should result in action (Sydnor, 2016). Schön (1987) described two types of reflection.
Reflection ‘in action,’ reflecting during the experience and reflection ‘on action’, reflecting after
the experience. Farrell (2007) described a third form, ‘reflection for action’ where practitioners
think about their future instruction based on the past. This type of reflection can be “enhanced
through the use of video as teachers can view and think about their future approaches in the
light of their past experiences” (Sydnor, 2016).
One of the earliest uses of video was a study by Olivero (1965) on the use of video in teacher
education. He found that the use of video, plus verbal feedback, produced greater changes in
behaviour than verbal feedback alone. The use of video allows you to see the classroom in
action and the ability to replay certain events that may not have been noticed in the moment
(Akcan, 2010). Krammer et al (2006) argue that video will only show an “excerpt from a reality
that is based on the focus and angle of the camera.” I believe that the benefits to using video
outweigh the disadvantages, based on my personal experience and how it has helped to
improve my practice.
Leadership
Although I do lead in my role, I admit I find it hard to view myself as a leader, always assuming
others know more than me. Dadds (1997: 33) discussed how we often believe that other
people’s visions and experiences are better than ours, “they have learnt to seek the ‘expert’
outside but deny that there may be a potential ‘expert’ within.” Leadership is generally thought
to be synonymous with the person in a position of authority such as a head teacher. In contrast
to this, others have argued that successful settings embrace the use of ‘constructivist leadership’
where staff learn together, working collaboratively (Lambert, 1998). Harris and Muijs (2005:
15) suggested “leaders are change-makers and don’t necessarily need to reside at the top of an
organisation,”a statement I completely agree with. I believe in my setting, leaders should be at
all levels, whether a nursery nurse or head teacher.
To help me understand practitioner’s views on being filmed, I was asked by the head teacher to
help deliver a workshop at an early years conference. The workshop was called ‘Lights, Camera,
Inter-Action’, with the focus on sharing the federation’s experience of video reflection and the
benefits it can bring. It was really interesting to discuss with practitioners from a range of
settings what they perceived to be the benefits and challenges of video reflection. I was
surprised to discover the main concern was finding the time to watch and discuss videos, rather
than worries about being filmed.
The first step in introducing this method of reflection was to discuss it as a staff team. Wheatley
(2005) argued that when staff are invited to share their point of view, respect and trust is repaid
with commitment and friendship. It is my opinion that each member of staff should have a voice
and their opinions should be heard, considered and valued. An ethos of a learning community
needs to be fostered and implemented to move the organisation forward (Harris & Lambert,
2003).
During the meeting I explained the rationale behind video reflection. I offered to use a video of
myself for the first session, so staff could become aware of, and comfortable with, the process.
One practitioner’s initial reaction was “no, there’s no way, you’re not filming me.” This resonates
with Rodd’s (2006) observation that staff can experience stress when expectations are unclear,
becoming defensive. I shared my feelings of the first experience I had of being filmed, which was
part of my degree. In my reflective journal at the time, I had written, “I was terrified at the
prospect of being filmed and dreading the thought that others would have to watch the videos
with me.” I went on to share how my own views had shifted. After the initial discomfort of
watching myself, I enjoyed having the opportunity to watch the lessons again. It enabled me to
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focus on different aspects, focusing on myself and then on the children. Watching my body
language, facial expressions and listening to the language used was a helpful reflection tool in
helping me think about what had gone well, what opportunities I had missed, and what I could
have done to improve.
At the end of the meeting, staff were willing to take part. The practitioner, who initially refused
to participate, still felt reticent at the prospect, but was willing to “see how it goes.” Isles-Buck
and Newstead (2005) suggested that, by making sure there is an obvious connection between
the proposed change and the development of the setting, the change is more likely to be
successful. This change can only be successful if all staff are on board and working together.
Video Reflection
The children are used to being filmed as staff regularly use video for observation and
assessment purposes. These videos are also shared with parents during consultations, which
staff feel is extremely beneficial, particularly in situations where parents do not feel their child
has settled. These videos offer parents reassurance when they see their child happily involved
in the nursery environment. However staff are not in the habit of watching themselves or using
the videos to reflect on practice.
To provide a basic structure to our meetings, we used the Sustained Shared Thinking and
Emotional Well-being (SSTEW) scale as a tool to help us reflect on videos. This is an
environment rating scale, which can be used for self-evaluation and improvement (Siraj et al,
2015). We have adapted this scale (Appendix 1) to record our discussion. This comprises of a
list of statements to act as prompts and space to record the role of the adult, the environment
and any future actions.
Video 1 – Story session
The first meeting involved watching a video of my story session, which had been filmed by my
mentor to reflect on as part of my training. Although I had already seen the video with my
mentor, I still felt a little apprehensive and uncomfortable watching myself in front of the whole
staff team. Initially it felt as though nobody wanted to comment or speak. I used the SSTEW
scale prompts (Appendix 1), which were helpful in starting a discussion. The comments made
were very positive and I did wonder whether people did not feel comfortable to offer any kind
of criticism.
Just as we were finishing, Christine commented, ‘actually, I don’t think all the children could see
the book properly.’ I was pleased that she felt brave enough to speak out. I agreed with
Christine’s comment as our new routine meant children were sat in a circle for story time. After
some discussion, we agreed that once the children were settled and had sung the routine candle
song, they should be free to move to a different position to see the book. John commented that
he was surprised to see a particular child sitting so well for a story, who usually displays
challenging behaviour. He said it was really nice to be “a fly on the wall” and to see children that
are not in his story group and how they behave and participate. I felt the first meeting had gone
well and was motivated to continue.
Video 2 – 1:1 session
Monica is a key person to a child with autism called Craig. She works with him during a 1:1
session whilst the other children have their group story time as this is when he struggles with
managing his feelings and behaviour. Staff were really interested to see what happens during
this session so I thought it would be useful to video, so all staff could see how the session is
structured. Monica was a little unsure at being filmed but felt that if other practitioners could
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see how the session was structured, they would be able to carry out the session if she was
unavailable.
Monica commented that she had initially felt a little uncomfortable whilst watching herself,
however, all staff found viewing the video to be a really positive experience. I believe it was
really useful for the rest of the team, with many comments on how much they had learnt from it,
such as, “It’s really interesting and so good to see how you manage his behaviour.” It led on to a
great discussion, with contributions from every member of the team. Everyone said they would
feel more confident in their ability to be able to deliver a 1:1 session, if they were asked now,
than they would have been before watching the video. Monica also commented that she felt
quite proud of herself after watching it and receiving such positive feedback. Some staff also felt
that they had learnt strategies to use with their key children and we discussed which other
children would benefit from small group sessions and how we could find the time for this to
happen.
Video 3 – Behaviour
During a meeting with my mentor, I brought up the issue of the constant challenging behaviour
the children were displaying. I suggested I film the children’s behaviour for discussion during a
video reflection meeting. She agreed that this was a good idea and that she would join us at the
meeting. I informed staff of my plans and also said it would be a good opportunity to get a
glimpse of everybody on film, with the children being the focus of attention. All staff agreed that
this area was something that needed to be dealt with.
Before I showed staff the film, I explained that I had attempted to film six times before
successfully filming for ten minutes. This was due to having to stop filming and intervene in
children’s conflicts and actions that could have caused harm to them. The video highlighted
many aspects of the children’s challenging behaviour. During the subsequent meeting I wanted
to ensure everybody had the opportunity to contribute and hoped to maintain the effectiveness
of the group by being aware of individuals’ needs and responses. My mentor, who observed the
meeting, said “you allowed for dialogue to flow, with staff feeling comfortable to express their
ideas and opinions.”
I noticed that a member of staff had not spoken and invited her opinion. This member of staff is
often quiet at meetings. To keep a group focused on a task, it is important to consider the group
dynamics. John (2015) describes this as the issues that go on below the surface, such as
anxieties, hopes and rivalries. I could sense her anxiety through her body language however,
after being given the opportunity to contribute she went on to offer further opinion, which I do
not believe she would have if she had not been invited to speak beforehand.
Implications for Practice
It has not always been easy to find the time to film or make the time for regular meetings. At the
end of every day, the staff team come together for an evaluation meeting. To ensure video
reflection meetings happen weekly, we have had to replace one evaluation meeting each week
with video reflection and occasionally it has just not been possible.
All staff have appeared on video and are becoming more accustomed to the process, with some
staff more comfortable being filmed than others. I am happy to say no one refused to be filmed.
Staff have been surprised at how beneficial they have found it. To me, it can feel like a luxury to
have the time to look back in detail and reflect on an area of practice and also a privilege to be in
that ‘fly on the wall’ position.
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Where I was initially focused on filming interactions, I have been surprised at how useful it has
been for improving the overall learning environment. It was particularly beneficial when we
looked at the children’s behaviour. Working together to find a solution ensured consistency
amongst the staff approach. Hiebert et al (2003) suggested:
When teachers come together and focus on challenges that arise in teaching,
they can share experiences and knowledge to help construct pedagogical
solutions, reflect on the effectiveness of their proposed solutions and receive
feedback and support from their colleagues.
Feedback from my mentor suggested that as a result of the conversation I initiated and the
democratic discussion of ideas, staff appeared empowered and keen to put plans into action.
This resulting action of a consistent approach has had a positive impact on children’s behaviour
and the overall learning environment. It has also helped to establish consistent routines,
particularly at story and tidy up times.
Giving staff further insight into what happens during Monica’s 1:1 session has given staff
confidence and taught them strategies to use when supporting Craig in the nursery
environment. Staff have also been able to take Craig for his 1:1 session in Monica’s absence
which has also been beneficial for Craig as he has begun to build relationships with other
members of staff. These strategies have been useful for other children and more children are
now having 1:1 and small group sessions as staff have grown in confidence.
Staff have also developed in other areas of their practice. Quieter members of staff have become
more forthcoming during other meetings such as daily evaluation. This has helped everyone
unite as a team. Before I began the video reflection meetings, I was concerned that people may
feel isolated, or ‘got at’ however I have been surprised to see that the opposite is true. I believe
the staff team are more united, working together to improve practice across all areas of the
nursery.
There have been other incidental benefits when watching videos, such as seeing how different
areas of the nursery are being used and where areas need development. I have noticed during
the meetings that staff are more comfortable with being a ‘critical friend’ (McNiff and
Whitehead, 2006) and giving each other feedback. To avoid staff feeling like it is something that
is done to them, I have suggested we all take turns filming, with everybody having the
opportunity to take the lead.
Evaluation and Reflection
Rodd (2006) said that if you establish a climate for personal and professional growth, you will
ensure ongoing quality in early years settings. A working environment where all staff can be
leaders and support each other will be successful in its retention of staff that are happy in their
positions, resulting in positive outcomes for the children in their care. I think it helped that I
used my video first and that I was at the same level within the organisation rather than in a
position of authority, which could have left staff feeling like they were being judged.
Undertaking this project has enabled me to lead staff to “reflect on and evaluate the
effectiveness of provision and shape and support good practice” (National College for Teaching
and Leadership, 2013), which is something I will endeavour to continue by leading regular
video reflection meetings.
Bettner and Lew (1990) believed you need the ‘Crucial Cs’ to feel like a valued group member.
These are to feel connected; capable; to feel we count and to have courage. I have tried to
consider this whilst leading the video reflection meetings, hopefully enabling all members of the
team to feel connected, with all staff having courage to share their thoughts and ideas and to
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know that their opinions count. Since these meetings, I believe staff feel more capable and
confident in their roles.
I feel that undertaking my degree and continuing with my studies to gain Early Years Teacher
Status is enabling me to take the lead with my own professional development. The Nutbrown
Review (Nutbrown, 2012) acknowledges the need to develop greater leadership, suggesting all
practitioners in early years settings should aspire to be leaders of practice if not of settings,
regardless of their level of qualification. My aim is to inspire other members of staff to take the
lead in their practice, regardless of their position within the setting. As Aubrey (2007: 117)
suggested, “it is the cultivation of many leaders at many levels… that must together collectively
shape the future of their organisation in a time of change.”
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Relationships and Social Interaction in a Digital World: A Teenagers’
Perspective
Catherine Pike
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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to explore teenagers’ perceptions of online
friendship and social interaction. First the researcher investigated how early
adolescents use social networking sites as a means of enhancing their selfesteem and expanding their social circle. Second the researcher examined the
quality of online friendships in comparison to off-line friendships. Two focus
groups were carried out with a total of six 13-16 year olds who were all
members of a north London youth club. Following the focus group discussions
semi-structured interviews were conducted with three of the participants. The
findings suggest that social networking sites are a useful platform for expanding
the early adolescents’ social circle, boosting confidence and raising self-esteem,
however, issues of trust and the potential for cyber-bullying impact on the
quality of online friendships.
Keywords
Online friendships, social networking, self-esteem, trust, cyber-bullying
Introduction
This article explores if or how teenagers use social networking sites to enhance their
friendships and expand their social life. The aim of this small scale research study was to
explore whether online friendships were as strong as face-to-face friendships, how early
adolescents use social networking sites as a platform for expanding their friendship circle and
social lives and the impact of social networking sites on the emotional well-being of young
people. Social network sites are web applications and include sites such as Facebook, Instagram,
Twitter and Snapchat. All of these sites have a different format, however, they are all designed
to enable the user to communicate with a wide audience. Although friendship quality amongst
early adolescents in off-line, face-to-face situations has been extensively researched, and a
considerable amount of research has been carried out exploring how social networking sites
enhance friendships and social lives amongst older adolescents, little is known of the impact of
such sites on early adolescent relationships.
This small scale study was conducted in a youth club setting and uses an interpretivist research
approach using qualitative data generated from two focus groups and three informal semistructured interviews. For the purpose of this study the term early adolescent and teenager
refers to young people aged between 13 and 16 years of age. Through focus groups and from
informal semi-structured interviews I aim to present the views and opinions of the adolescents
who took part in this study.
Literature Review
In recent years the potential dangers of social networking sites have been highlighted in the
media and concerns raised about the impact that social network site use has on the social and
emotional well-being of young people. This literature review focuses on the positive aspects of
social networking site use in relation to young people’s friendship quality, social capital and
social lives, however, the negative implications of social networking site use are recognised by
the author and these are discussed at the end of the literature review.
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During early adolescence the importance of peers dramatically increases and it is during this
stage of development that adolescents begin to detach themselves from their parents and seek
support from their friends (Kroger, 2000). Research suggests that the quantity of friends and
high quality friendships have beneficial effects on the emotional well-being of early adolescents
(Nangle et al., 2003) and it is these friendships that are essential for the early adolescent’s
psychological development and the development of interpersonal and social skills, both of
which are crucial for the formation of future intimate and meaningful relationships (Valkenburg
and Peter, 2009). The way in which adolescents interact with one another has significantly
changed with an increased use of the internet and the opportunities to communicate and form
relationships via social networking sites has dramatically increased in the last few years. The
effects of these social networking sites on adolescent development have been subject to much
controversy and data collated from several empirical studies provide mixed findings.
Social networking sites, such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and Snapchat, allow the user to
create a personal profile page, share news, post pictures and send messages to those added to
their friends list. Information may be shared publically or to be viewed only by friends
depending on the users’ privacy settings. The profile page on these sites displays the users’
personal information such as name, relationship status, photos and personal interests. In
addition to this the users’ friends list is also displayed and it is this unique feature that allows
other users to “click” on these profiles and traverse increasingly wider social networks (Ahn,
2011). This ability to create a personal profile page and observe other profiles has several
important features but perhaps the most important of these to the early adolescent are: it
allows the user to make connections with new people with similar interests or with friends of
friends therefore developing new friendships and it enables the user to maintain existing
established relationships (Boyd, 2014: Ellison, Steinfield and Lampe, 2007).
Teenagers are perhaps the most prolific users of social networking sites and several studies
have suggested that young people spend a considerable proportion of their day communicating
and engaging in social interaction with their friends through social media (Ahn, 2011). Research
carried out by Livingstone et al. (2011) indicates that in the UK as many as 80% of children
between 9 and 16 years of age use social networking sites, however, with advances in
technology and an increased use of smartphones and other mobile devices the use of social
networking sites in this age group may be higher.
Social capital is considered an important aspect of early adolescents’ social lives and has been
defined as “the sum of resources, actual or virtual, that accrue to an individual or a group by
virtue of possessing a durable network of more or less institutionalized relationships of mutual
acquaintance and recognition” (Bourdieu and Wacquant, 1992, p.14). Lin (1999) suggests that
social capital refers to the benefits received from relationships with others. Putnam (2000)
explores this and suggests that bridging social capital refers to the benefits from weak ties
found between individuals with loose connections. These relationships provide useful
information but not usually emotional support. In contrast to bridging social capital, bonding
social capital refers to the benefits from strong ties found in high quality relationships such as
family and close friends. For the adolescent several features of social networking sites are useful
in enhancing their social capital. First, social network sites can offer acceptance and peer
feedback in various ways and this acceptance by peers and positive feedback is thought to
enhance social capital. Second, the social networking sites’ news feeds can reinforce existing ties
and communities by keeping users updated about what is going on with their contacts and this
is important for strengthening weak ties. Third, social networking site users, by being connected
to others, gain a sense of belonging and this is of high importance to the early adolescent (Quinn
and Oldmeadow, 2013).
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In early adolescence both boys and girls are adjusting to the physical and emotional changes
associated with puberty and social capital has been identified as important for adolescents in
coping with stressful events and changing circumstances (Antheunis et al., 2016). Antheunis
found that those adolescents who spent more time on social networking sites had more friends
and felt more connected to them than those who used social networking sites very little or not
at all. The results from their study indicated that frequent users of social networking sites, when
compared to non-social network site users, had a higher level of friendship quality, were more
content with their friendships and had a higher level of bridging social capital. Through social
network sites, contact with new people occurred frequently and the users felt they were part of
a larger community. Online communities help individuals to expand social networks thus
building social capital and adolescents are able to use social networking sites in order to
maintain their social capital (Ahn, 2011; Mcpherson, 2008). Social networking site users have
more people to seek advice from and talk to about personal problems resulting in a higher level
of bonding social capital (Antheus et al., 2016). Research carried out by Steinfeld et al. (2008)
supports this and their findings suggest that social networking sites promote relationships and
in turn these relationships promote social capital.
Two fundamental tasks of adolescents are to gain acceptance from peers and “fit in” whilst at
the same time “stand out” from the crowd by forming their own individual identity (Spies
Shapiro and Margolin, 2013). Identity is developed through a conscious sense of the self through
social interactions (Erikson, 1968) and it is here that social networking sites can aid and expand
the users’ social circle. Additionally by creating a personal profile page users of social
networking sites are able to establish and define their identity (Schwartz et al., 2000).
During the period of adolescence there is an increased focus on the self (Valkenburg et al., 2006)
and great importance is placed on appearance and image. Adolescents, particularly during early
adolescence, are extremely preoccupied with how they appear in the eyes of others and
especially in the eyes of their peers. There is also a tendency during this period of development
for the adolescent to overestimate the extent to which they are being watched and judged by
others (Elkind and Bowen, 1979). Many early adolescents are insecure about the way they look
or behave and often feel anxious about “fitting in”. Research indicates that the opportunity to
talk online reduces shyness, adolescents feel more able to talk openly with friends and the
ability to communicate without the need to make eye contact can ease social anxiety (Novotney,
2012). Social networking sites, therefore, have the ability to bring friendships to those who
might otherwise find social interaction with their peers difficult and can provide users with the
opportunity to establish friendships with likeminded individuals or groups of people. In
addition to this facilitating and expanding friendships social networking sites also offer the early
adolescent a sense of agency in shaping their identities. Social networking sites allow the user to
form a particular type of identity or indeed several different identities through the manipulation
of self-presentation. During this crucial period of establishing identity, if met with negativity,
rejection from peers or feeling uncomfortable with their self-presentation, the early adolescent
is able to explore and change their identity with ease (Reid and Boyer, 2013: Gee, 2008). Off-line
or in person, in some instances, the adolescent may consciously suppress their identity for a
number of reasons; perhaps due to non-conformist views or deviation from the social norms.
However, through social networking sites adolescents are able to engage in behaviours that
contribute to their identity development without feeling uncomfortable or embarrassed.
Adolescence is a period of dramatic change socially, emotionally and physically. It is a time
when children move from primary school to secondary school, leaving established friendships
behind, expanding their social circle and making new friends. Throughout this period of change,
social networking sites can play a significant role in the early adolescents’ social life. As they
move from primary school to secondary school early adolescents are likely to use social
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networking sites to meet new friends, learn more about new friends and get to know them
better (Hinduja and Patchin, 2008: Lenhart, 2015). Whilst making new friends and “fitting in”
with new peers is important, maintaining existing friendships is equally important and this is a
particular benefit of social networking sites. The ability to instantly communicate with one’s
friends may be advantageous for the early adolescent. It provides social bonding and enhances
and maintains social capital, however, Novotney (2012) explores the notion that while online
friendships may give adolescents the confidence to make and maintain friendships, social
networking sites may also hinder the intimate relationships that only occur in face to face
interactions. Non-verbal cues are relied on when developing and maintaining relationships and
these cues, such as nodding in agreement or smiling, are lacking in online communication. It
could be argued that the absence of such cues may be problematic in building and maintaining
friendships as the user requires specific skills to read the subtle nuances from minimal cues
(Buckingham, 2008). However, in order to overcome this a system of contextual cues, in the
form of emoticons, have been developed (Novotney, 2012). However, the idea that contextual
cues replace the non-verbal cues, so important for effective communication (Argyle, 1998, cited
in Tossell et al., 2012), has been widely debated with many researchers arguing that the use of
emoticons may be detrimental to relationships as emojis are often misinterpreted by the
recipient (Jenson, 2005, cited in Tossell et al., 2012).
During adolescence physical changes also occur and with the onset of puberty many early
adolescents begin to develop an interest in sex or to find others sexually attractive. For many,
seeking romantic relationships becomes the focus of their attention and social network sites
provide these adolescents with a platform to flirt and communicate with potential partners.
Whilst a majority of adolescents do not use social networking sites to meet new people with the
sole purpose of embarking on a romantic relationship, these sites do offer them a vehicle for
expressing their interest in a potential partner (Lenhart, 2015). They can do this by commenting
on a post or liking a photo. For those already in romantic relationships social network sites
enable the adolescent to feel more connected to the daily lives of their partner, share emotions
and let their partners know they care. Adolescents, through social network sites, are also able to
openly display their relationship to others by expressing their feelings publically and this is
thought to enhance self-esteem (Lenhart, 2015). In addition to displaying their own relationship
status, adolescents can use social networking sites as a way to express approval of their friends’
romantic relationships and this feedback can strengthen peer relationships and friendship
quality.
High quality friendships are one of the most important aspects of a good social life. There has
been a considerable amount of research into friendship quality in early adolescence and off-line
friendships although there has been very little research exploring online relationships amongst
this age group (Antheunis et al., 2016). Research has, however, been conducted extensively
among older adolescents with a number of studies carried out specifically exploring the use of
social networking sites as a platform for developing meaningful, high quality friendships. These
studies have produced mixed findings. On the one hand, it has been argued that the ease of
connecting to others via social networking sites expands social life, however, concerns have also
been raised. Excessive amounts of time spent on social networking sites, in a bid to expand
social life, can lead to depression and the risk of social isolation. This is thought to be due to the
weaker ties of online friendships replacing the stronger off-line ties that one has with family and
friends (Kraut et al., 1998: O’Keefe, Clarke-Pearson & Council on Communications and media,
2011). The limited research that has been carried out exploring online friendships and social
interaction among early adolescents suggests that online communication does in fact enhance
early adolescents’ friendship quality, strengthens ties and bridges and bonds social capital
(Valkenburg and Peter, 2009). The use of social networking sites provides the early adolescent
with social connectedness and this, according to Kohut (1984), increases the likelihood of
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achieving goals. Furthermore, having a wide circle of friends and increased social interaction
increases popularity with peers and this is believed to have a positive effect on academic
performance (Mihaly, 2009). In contrast to this, those with less social interaction do not benefit
from social connectedness with their peers. They feel cut off from others and often become
isolated and there is a danger of these adolescents missing out on the benefits within education
(Wei and Lo, 2006), therefore, hindering their academic success.
The literature suggests that there are indeed many benefits of social networking site
engagement, however, several negative aspects have also been reported. Whilst social
networking sites allow the early adolescent to explore and change their identity, the ability for
individuals to engage in behaviours that might be considered deviant has raised some concern
and Gee (2008) suggests the process of identity exploration could lead to cyber-bullying.
Research suggests that sub-groups who deviate from the norm are more likely to be the victims
of bullying (Feldman Hertz and Wright, 2013). As a consequence of this they are more likely to
suffer from depression and anxiety (Fekkes et al., 2006, cited in Feldman Hertz and Wright,
2013), have lower academic achievement (Glew et al., 2005), feel lonely and find it difficult to
make friends (Nansel et al., 2001). Research also suggests that social networking sites have the
potential to be damaging towards intimate relationships and that publically displaying one’s
romantic interest or relationship status online can have several drawbacks. These include
jealousy, peer conflict and uncertainty about the stability of a partnership (Lenhart, 2015).
Social engagement and relationships are so important to the early adolescent that, coupled with
the desire to expand their social circle and seek new relationships, online behaviour may be
influenced (Whittle et al., 2013), resulting in increased vulnerability to sexual exploitation,
grooming and partaking in inappropriate activities, such as swapping intimate pictures.
The development of new technologies potentially has a significant effect on the way some
adolescents interact with one another and, if friendships are developed via social networking
sites this may have an impact on the social dynamics of relationships (Brownlow, 2012). This
poses two questions: 1) if social networking sites act as a way of developing friendships will
online relationships be as intimate and close as offline friendships? and 2) will increased
communication with friends online lead to a loss of ability to communicate effectively in face-toface situations?
Fieldwork
The aim of this research was to explore on-line versus face-to-face friendship quality and the
social lives of young people, specifically early adolescents, aged between 13-16 years. The first
objective of this study was to explore friendship quality, social capital and social interaction
through the use of social networking sites, and the second objective to examine the effects of
social networking site use on self-esteem and face-to-face relationships. The 13-16 age group is
a relevant focus for this research, given that there has been little research carried out exploring
on-line friendships amongst this age group (Antheunis et al., 2016). A qualitative methodology
was used in this study involving a total of six participants. The participants were divided into
two focus groups of three participants in each group. Following the focus group sessions three
of the participants were interviewed using a semi-structured interview approach. The
participants were all members of a North London youth club, had known each other for a
number of years and were all aged between 13 and 16 years. The participants also knew the
researcher well and this allowed for emotional engagement and trust between the researcher
and the participants (Punch and Oancea, 2014).
Sampling
Prior to starting any research, it is important to decide who will take part in the study and
where the participants will come from. The process of selecting participants is referred to as
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sampling, and the sample group is designed to be representative of a larger interest group
(Roberts, 2010). In this study the sample group represented adolescents between the ages of 13
and 16 who frequently use social networking sites. There are various types of sampling
including purposive sampling, theoretical sampling, cluster sampling and quota sampling. For
this study purposive sampling was used as the researcher felt that by selecting participants who
met a particular set of criteria greater insight into friendship qualities amongst adolescents
could be learned. The participants were selected according to their age and where established
friendship groups were already formed.
Planning and Design
Focus groups and interviews were used to explore the relationship between social networking
sites, friendship quality and social interaction amongst early adolescents. This study takes an
interpretivist approach to research and uses qualitative data gathered from two focus groups
and in-depth semi-structured informal interviews with three of the participants. As the purpose
of this research project was to explore teenagers’ perspectives this study uses interpretivist
research as this is often more detailed and gives an accurate account of the participants’
perceptions. Data collected in this way are described as being ‘honest and trustworthy’
(Dudovskiy, 2011). Unlike a positivist approach where the researcher is interested in macro
level social structures using large-scale research to generate findings to represent a wider
population, interpretivist methodology approaches society at a micro level. Interpretivist
research is interested in small-scale interactions of how people relate to social life (Stanley and
Wise, 1983, cited in McKenzie, 2001), and as the purpose of this study was to gain a clear
understanding of the impact of social networking site use on early adolescents’ friendships and
social lives, this type of approach was used. Although not representative of the rest of the
population it provided the researcher with a deep understanding of the behaviour of the
adolescents in the study.
Focus groups
Focus groups were used to seek the opinions of a specific age group of young people and the
participants were divided into two groups. Small focus groups of approximately four
participants are easier for the researcher to host and more importantly are more comfortable
for the participants. Feeling comfortable in the focus group is particularly important in order for
discussion to occur (Kruger and Casey, 2015), therefore, for this study the participants were
divided into two small focus groups. In group one the participants all attended the same
secondary school and in group two they had all been pupils at the same primary school but now
all attended different secondary schools. Group one consisted of three boys, two aged 15 years
and one aged16 years. In group two there were three girls, two aged 13 years and one aged 14
years. The participants were arranged in focus groups where friendships were already
established. This was purposely done as by being with their friends they were more likely to feel
comfortable and contribute to the discussion (Hill, 2006). Additionally, as the researcher
wanted to explore these friendships, this allowed for observation of how the participants
discussed and perceived their friendship.
Focus groups provide the researcher with an insight into the behaviours and motivations of a
particular group of people (Morgan, 1996) as this methodology allows the researcher to enter
the world of the participants giving the researcher an understanding of differences within
different social groups (Conradson, 2005). This is particularly useful when carrying out
research with adolescents, as the language and phrases used by young people are often alien to
the adult researcher. Focus group methodology is especially useful when conducting research
with young people as they may be reluctant to express their views in a one-to-one environment
(Peterson-Sweeney, 2005). Focus groups also provide an opportunity to explore and examine
what people think and why they think the way they do without pressuring them (Liamputtong,
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2011). When paired with in-depth individual interviews focus groups can be particularly useful
in providing rich and detailed data about individuals’ experiences, feelings and opinions
(Gallagher, 2009). Focus groups provide the researcher with a greater breadth of information
and follow-up individual interviews allow for a greater in-depth exploration of individual
participants’ opinions (Morgan, 1996). In this study focus groups were used as a preliminary
session prior to individual interviews rather than post interviews. The reason for this was
research suggests that participants give similar accounts of experiences when the focus group
precedes the interview, therefore limiting discrepancies and increasing the validity of the study
(Wight, 1994). There are, however, disadvantages to focus group methodology including
problems with the dynamics of the group, particularly where one or more participants
dominate the discussion, leaving little room for others to participate. A further disadvantage of
conducting research using the focus group approach is that discussions may veer off from the
intended topic (Gallagher, 2009). In this study the focus groups comprised participants where
friendships were already formed and this could potentially be problematic as individuals may
have been cautious about dissenting from their friends.
Interviews
Structured interviews are rigid in their format and consist of a series of pre-established
questions that the researcher asks the participants (Kumar, 2005). In comparison unstructured
interviews are flexible and are directed by the participant with the researcher prompting
conversation (Punch, 2009). Semi-structured interviews blend the approaches of both
structured and unstructured interviews. This interview format has the advantage that some
predetermined questions help to structure the interview, however, there is some flexibility to
allow the researcher to adapt the questions depending on the participant’s answers. Semistructured informal interviews are also particularly useful for sensitive topics or where views
and experiences of individuals are required (Gallagher, 2009). As the aim of this study was to
explore friendship quality and social interaction from a teenager’s perspective, and the
researcher did not know whether sensitive issues would arise during the interview, this
technique was used and interviews were carried out on a one-to-one basis. At a period of
development when the early adolescent is often self-conscious and shy, interviews conducted
on a one-to-one basis can cause anxiety that may affect the gathering of sufficient data
(Gallagher, 2009). The early adolescent has a tendency to overestimate the extent to which they
are being judged by others and peer approval is particularly important to them (Elkind and
Bowen, 1979). Therefore, individual interviews allowed the participants to be more open with
their views and opinions without feeling judged by their friends. Furthermore, individual
interviews, allow the researcher to focus their attention on the participant’s verbal and nonverbal responses. The researcher is then able to gauge whether the participant is comfortable
with the line of questioning and observe for signs that may indicate that the participant may be
feeling uncomfortable. This allows the researcher to steer the interview in a different direction
if necessary or end the interview altogether (Gallagher, 2009). As this study explored
potentially sensitive issues around online interactions and friendships, the ability of the
researcher to gauge the feelings of the participants was particularly important.
Method
To introduce the discussion, at the beginning of each focus group, the participants were asked to
think about when they first started to use social networking sites and how they used the sites.
These introductory questions were designed to start the participants thinking about their
connection with the topic (Krueger and Casey, 2015). The participants were then asked to write
their answers on a piece of paper before being recorded on a flip chart. This exercise is useful
because it helps participants remember what they have said and gives the researcher a sense of
how frequently items are mentioned. The list can then be used to move to a deeper level of
discussion (Kruger and Casey, 2015).
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After this initial discussion an activity was carried out to help engage the participants and
stimulate further discussion. The participants were asked by the researcher to put prepared
statements into one of the following categories: social network site friends, face-to-face friends,
both of these categories or neither. The statements were prepared by the researcher based on a
paper by Colucci (2008) who discusses approaches to focus group questions. Colucci explores
the ‘Focus Group Kit’ devised by Krueger (1998) who identifies various strategies for
incorporating activities into the focus group session to elicit answers and promote discussion.
An adapted ranking and sorting method was used in the form of statements that had been
devised by the researcher. These were then piloted with two adolescents who were not part of
the study, for verification of their suitablility to generate discussion in the focus groups. The
statements were designed to elicit discussions around social life, feelings about friends and
friendship quality. Examples of statements to promote the discussion of friendship quality were:
‘These friends make me feel less lonely’ and ‘it’s easier to talk about things’ and statements such
as: ‘I feel that I belong to a group’ and ‘I have felt left out of social events’ were designed to
provoke discussion about social lives (see focus group statements, Appendix A). These
statements were designed to provide the participants with prompts to express agreement or
disagreement with other participants in the group thus providing more detailed and in-depth
discussions. After the participants had discussed the statements and placed them in a category,
the researcher asked the participants why they felt the statement fitted into that particular
category. Following the focus group sessions individual semi-structured interviews were
conducted with two boys and one girl (Appendix B).
The focus groups and interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed and although this has
the advantage of allowing the researcher to analyse data in detail this process is rather time
consuming (Denscombe, 2014). Additionally the transcript does not provide a complete picture
of the discussion as nonverbal communication, behaviours or tone and expression of speech are
not reflected (Kumar, 2005).
Through repeated engagement with the literature, listening to the audio recordings and reading
the transcripts recurrent themes emerged. Discussions by the participants in the focus groups
and the responses from the semi-structured interview questions relating to these themes were
colour coded and these were then categorised as being face-to-face or social network site
friendships. Responses were coded according to whether they mentioned friendship quality,
trust, popularity, confidence or bullying.
Ethics
Ethical implications must be considered in all research and all research must meet the ethical
requirement of not causing physical or psychological harm to participants in any way (Cohen et
al., 2011). Prior to commencing this study the research design was approved by the Middlesex
University Ethics Committee. Ethical consideration is of particular importance when carrying
out research with children and young people and Homan (2001) notes that ‘children are
particularly susceptible to intrusions of private space and behaviour by researchers’ (cited in
Tinson, 2009 p. 15). The aim of the study was shared with the participants and their parents in
written format and explained verbally. The researcher also ensured that the participants were
comfortable working in a small focus group, were happy to be interviewed, and were aware that
both the focus group sessions and interviews would be audio-recorded. The Ethical Guidelines
for Educational Research (BERA, 2011) were adhered to and the participants and their parents
were informed that the study was anonymous and that they were free to withdraw from the
study at any time. Safeguarding was also considered and ground rules were drawn up with the
participants prior to the study. It was agreed that the participants had the right to leave the
focus group at any time, did not have to share personal experiences or information and that
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anything shared would not be discussed with others outside of the focus group. When
conducting research with children or young people it is essential that the researcher is aware of
safeguarding policies and child protection issues (Furey et al., 2010) and the participants were
informed that the disclosure of information considered harmful to their well-being, either
physically or psychologically, would be reported to the youth club’s designated safeguarding
officer.
The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, Article 12 requires that children who
are capable of expressing their own views and wishes in matters that affect them should be able
to do so (Unicef, 1992). As the children in this study were all over the age of 14 they were
considered to have the cognitive capacity to understand information concerning their
participation in the research (Helseth and Slettebo, 2004) and therefore written consent was
obtained from both the participants and their parents.
For the purpose of anonymity, throughout this paper, the participants’ names have not been
used but are referred to as P1, P2, P3, P4, P5 and P6.
Analysis and Discussion
The purpose of this study was to examine online friendships and social interaction amongst
early adolescents. This study explores friendship, social capital and social interaction through
the use of social networking sites and the impact that social networking site use has on the early
adolescents’ face-to-face relationships and self-esteem. The first aim of the study was to
examine whether online friendships were as strong as face-to-face relationships and to explore
whether early adolescents use social networking sites as a platform for expanding their
friendship circle and to enhance their social lives. The second aim of this study was to
investigate whether social networking sites impact either negatively or positively on the
emotional well-being of young people. The literature suggests that high friendship quality is
dependent on several factors including acceptance by peers, feeling connected to friends’ lives
and social capital. Throughout the focus group discussions it became apparent there were a
variety of reasons why young people use social networking sites including; ease of
communication with friends, to feel connected to friends, and to meet new people in order to
expand their social circle. However, as the discussions progressed, it transpired that the uses of
social networking sites also led to certain gratification and the participants discussed the
various forms of gratification that social networking site use brought.
Popularity
The participants in the focus groups observed that receiving comments and ‘likes’ on their
online posts and pictures was seen as a sign of popularity and P6 suggests that:
P6:

People count how many likes they get and the more they have the
better they feel.

During interviews when asked: How many friends do you have on social networking sites? the
participants all said they had several hundred on-line friends, although they did not know them
all in person. Social networking sites allow the user to expand their social circle with ease and
Wellman et al. (1996) suggests this has several benefits for the early adolescent (cited in Ahn,
2011). Having a wide circle of friends and the opportunity to increase social interaction
increases popularity and this has a positive impact on the early adolescents’ confidence and selfesteem (Mihaly,2009). The findings from this research study support this and the participants
felt that being popular increased their self-esteem and this gave them the confidence to further
expand their social circle, for example, P6 said:
P6:

You feel really good if you have loads and loads of friends online.
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Confidence and Self-esteem
In terms of confidence, meeting new people and the opportunity to meet potential romantic
partners both focus groups strongly agreed that this could be facilitated by social networking
sites:
P1:

You can slide into the girl’s D.M (direct messaging) and then talk to
them. It’s really easy. (Laughing)
I feel more shy in person.

A sense of belonging and feeling connected to their peers is of particular importance to the early
adolescent (Quinn and Oldmeadow, 2013) and the participants in this study stated that by
participating in online group chats they felt that they belonged to a group. They also felt that
being invited to contribute to group chats increased their confidence and boosted their selfesteem. Several of the participants also discussed how social networking sites helped them to
overcome shyness and anxiety in social situations. Novotney (2012) argues that many
adolescents feel self-conscious and that the ability to communicate without the need to make
eye contact is of great advantage to the perhaps insecure adolescent. As P6 points out:
P6:

I suppose behind a screen you would be more confident talking to
people because they can’t see your face.

While online friendships may give adolescents the confidence to make and maintain friendships,
it has been argued that social networking sites may also hinder the intimate relationships that
only occur in face-to-face interactions (Novotney, 2012; Jenson, 2005) and this was highlighted
during these focus group discussions. The participants felt that the use of emoticons to enhance
reactions and as a means of expression could potentially be detrimental to friendships as these
were often misinterpreted. As P6 and P4 observe:
P6: … even if you use like emojis and stuff, like, it could be in a sarcastic
way.
P4:

and it could be fake. When you tell someone in person it could be, like,
more sincere.

These quotes illustrate that adolescents are concerned about misinterpreting online
conversations, and in particular the meanings of contextual cues.
Other negative aspects of social networking site use were also highlighted, and while the
participants felt that self-esteem was raised by the quantity of friends they had online and the
gratification they received from these friends, in the form of ‘likes’ and comments on their status
posts and pictures, they also felt that some information posted and shared on social network
sites had a negative effect on self-esteem and P1 provides an example of this:
P1:

You see parties on stories and you haven’t been invited.

Social networking site news feeds enable the user to keep updated about what is going on in
their friends’ lives and Quinn and Oldmeadow (2013) suggest this is important for
strengthening ties. However, the participants in this study felt that the ability to see what their
friends were doing could have a negative effect on their self-esteem.
Trust
The participants in this study all voiced concerns about the potential dangers of talking to and
sharing information with friends via social networking sites and throughout both the focus
group discussions issues around trust frequently emerged. The participants all discussed how
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the lack of privacy of on-line conversations also contributed to friendship breakdown. The
participants had all experienced, or knew of someone who had experienced, their online
conversations being ‘screen shot’ and shared without permission, and a number of the
participants stated that this had led to conflict amongst friends as P6 explains.
P6:

Sometimes it gets sent to people you’re not really friends with... then
there’s a big drama.

In both the focus group discussions and interviews the participants unanimously agreed that
their face-to-face friends were more trustworthy.
P1:

It’s more trustworthy [face-to-face friends]. You don’t want to be cat
fished [pretending to be someone else and using ‘fake’ pictures in order
to befriend others].

During discussions in both the focus groups and from all three interviews concerns about
privacy and trust were raised and the participants felt that their online friends were less
trustworthy. This would suggest that bonding social capital does not in fact come from the wide
social circle of friends formed via social networking sites, as has been suggested by Antheus,
Schoten and Krahmer (2016), but rather from the strong ties found in face-to-face relationships.
The participants also all stated that they would not discuss personal problems with friends
whom they only interacted with online. The participants felt that trust was one of the most
important aspects of friendship. They felt that it was difficult to trust friends that they had met
on-line and only confided in those friends they had met face-to-face. This strongly correlates
with findings from previous research that suggests that high quality friendships only occur in
relationships with strong ties and these ties derive from the intimate relationships of face-toface friends (Putnam, 2010). P3 states: “You wouldn’t feel closer on line. That would just be
weird.” Describing her face-to-face friends P4 says:
P4:

You’ve actually met them and you can trust them and know them
better. It’s easier to trust them because you can see what they’re really
like… online you can’t tell if something is private or not.

Potential Dangers of Online Friendships
Issues of trust, such as maintaining the privacy of conversations, led to discussions around the
potential dangers of cyber bullying through social network site engagement, and although two
of the participants felt that more bullying occurred in face-to-face situations, the other
participants felt strongly that bullying was more frequent on-line. They also felt that negative or
inappropriate comments made on social networking sites could escalate resulting in face-toface bullying. P4 provides an account of this.
P4:

I had this thing at my school where someone, like, said something
inappropriate on line on like one of their posts, then obviously people
in her class follow her and they kind of all ganged up her because they
didn’t like what she said and it all got into a big fight.

In addition to the potential for bullying via social networking sites the participants also spoke of
some of the dangers of meeting new people online. Expanding social life and making new
friends in a bid to increase popularity is extremely important to the early adolescent (Whittle et
al., 2013), however, this may result in engaging in risk taking online behaviours and increase
their vulnerability to sexual exploitation, grooming and partaking in inappropriate activities,
such as swapping intimate pictures. At a time of puberty, when interest in potential sexual
partners begins to emerge, social networking sites provide the early adolescent with a platform
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to flirt and to seek approval from others (Lenhart, 2015). P1 describes how flirting with
someone on-line led to an incident involving inappropriate content being sent to him via a social
networking site.
P1:

Some random girl started following me on Instagram. I think she must
have liked me or something and I followed her back but then she like (.)
sent me a message (.) then I just replied… Then she sent me (.) um, you
know (..) like [laughing] rude pictures.

He then goes on to explain how he had felt at first.
P1:

Really good because she liked me and was talking to me (..) but then
when she sent me those pictures (.) I was, like, thinking it was really
weird.

This online encounter illustrates the potential dangers of interacting with those only known to
the individual online and the participants were aware that inappropriate content shared on-line
could have negative consequences in the future.
Friendship Quality
Much of the literature suggests that the ability to connect with others via social networking sites
has a positive impact on the early adolescents’ social capital. Social networking sites enable the
user to maintain existing friendships, expand friendship groups and enhance social life and this
builds social capital (Antheus et al., 2016; Ahn, 2011; McPherson, 2008; Stenfeld et al., 2008).
The findings from this small scale research study suggest that social networking sites do
provide a vehicle for the early adolescent to make new friends, maintain existing friendships
and expand social life. The participants felt that communicating via social networking sites was
the ‘norm’ and was essential for maintaining relationships with their face-to-face friends as well
as their online friends.
Social networking sites provided them with an efficient way of communicating with a greater
number of friends at any one time and allowed them to express their opinions and give approval
to others by commenting or ‘liking’ online posts. Likewise they felt that the approval they
received from their online friends contributed to their social capital and increased their
confidence. According to Putnam (2000) bonding social capital occurs from the strong ties
found in high quality friendships. The findings from this study indicate that due to issues of
trust, high quality friendships are those where interaction occurs in face-to-face situations and
adolescents use online interaction to consolidate their important face-to-face friendships and
thus further those bonds.
The participants in this study all used group chat rooms to communicate with multiple friends
at any one time, and although they agreed that this was useful in making arrangements, they
also felt that socialising in this way was not a substitute for the pleasure they got from time
spent with groups of friends in face-to-face situations. During the focus groups discussions the
participants all agreed that intimacy was unlikely to occur through on-line relationships and
they felt much closer to their face-to-face friends. The participants felt that trust, confidence in
their relationships and popularity with peers impacted on the quality of friendships and they all
agreed that they valued their face-to-face friends more than their on-line only friendships. Faceto-face friends were more important to them and they preferred to talk to these friends about
personal problems.
Conclusion
At the beginning of this study two research questions were identified:
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1. If social networking sites act as a way of developing friendships will online relationships be as
intimate and close as offline friendships?
2. Will increased communication with friends online lead to a loss of ability to communicate
effectively in face-to-face situations?
The data indicate that some provisional answers can now be offered.
As previously indicated, social networking sites constitute a growing phenomenon, with sites
such as Facebook, Instagram and Snapchat being extensively used by adolescents. While there is
much research exploring the effects of social networking site use amongst older adolescents,
little has been carried out amongst the early adolescent age group. The present study offers
information on the impact of social networking site engagement on early adolescents’ face-toface relationships, self-esteem and social lives. The results from this small scale study indicate
that social networking sites can indeed increase the early adolescents’ self-esteem and
confidence. The findings suggest that some social networking site activities can be particularly
beneficial. They provide the early adolescent with a platform to communicate, initiate and
develop friendships, maintain relationships and expand their social circle. The present study
indicates that social networking site use has the potential to increase popularity, enhance selfesteem, build confidence and bridge social capital, however, this small scale research project
also suggests that online friendships are not always trustworthy and trust is significant for high
quality friendship amongst early adolescents. The data suggests it is unlikely therefore that
purely online friendships will replicate or replace face-to-face friendships because of these
issues of trust. This suggests that, in relation to question 1, online friendships are unlikely to be
as intimate as face-to-face friendships, because the trust required for intimacy is absent. In
relation to question 2, it is also unlikely that online friendships will lead to a deterioration in
adolescents’ face-to-face communication. For my respondents the online communication seems
to strengthen those established friendships.
Evaluation
This small scale study, although useful in exploring whether the use of social networking sites
enhances friendships and impacts the self-esteem and social lives of early adolescents, has
several limitations. This was a small scale study of only six participants and although
participants were not selected for any specific demographic reasons, they may not be
representative of adolescents within the 13-16 age group. A larger sample size could have
enabled the researcher to explore online friendships from other perspectives and increased the
researcher’s understanding. Additionally, although by purposely organising focus groups where
friendships were already established ensured that the participants felt comfortable in the group
(Hill, 2006), the participants may have exaggerated their experiences in a bid to impress one
another, or may not have disclosed information in the focus group discussions in order to
preserve the friendships they had with one another.
The initial design of the focus groups and interview questions was not intended to discuss
sensitive issues, such as cyber bullying, however, the participants were keen to talk about cyber
bullying and other sensitive topics such as the potential dangers of online grooming and the
sharing of inappropriate material. These topics were discussed in some detail during the focus
groups, however, follow up interviews provided more in-depth exploration of these issues. The
participants in this study all knew the researcher well and this allowed for emotional
engagement and trust between the researcher and the participants (Punch and Oancea, 2014).
The participants in this study all felt able to discuss their online and off-line relationships and
their experiences of social networking site use openly with the researcher, however, had the
participants felt uncomfortable, anxious or shy talking in such an open manner, the themes that
emerged from this study may have been different.
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As a voluntary leader of a youth club, conducting this research has been useful to understanding
online friendships and the impact that social networking sites has on the early adolescent’s
confidence and self-esteem. For future research, it would be interesting to explore if the findings
would be similar if carried out with early adolescents who spent less time socialising with one
another in face-to-face situations or led more insular lives.
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Appendix A Focus Group Statements
I feel accepted
I feel that I belong to a group
I feel more confident
It’s easier to make new friends
It’s easier to meet the opposite sex
More arguments with friends
Better social life
These friends make me feel less lonely
I have felt left out of social events
I feel popular
It’s easier to talk about things
It’s easier to tell someone that I’m angry with them or upset
I feel closer to these friends
I prefer to talk to or share information with these friends
These friends are more important to me
Appendix B Semi-structured Interview Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

What do you like to do on social networking sites?
How many friends do you have on Social networking sites?
What do you think are the benefits of social networking sites?
Can you tell me about any good experiences you’ve had on social networking sites?
Can you tell me if you or if you have heard of anyone having a bad experience from using
social networking sites?
Can you explain the difference between your online friends and your face-to-face
friends?
Which of these friends do you talk to if you have a problem and why do you prefer to
talk to these friends?
How do you prefer to talk to your friends?
How do you feel about your online friends?

